ABSTRACT
INTRODUCTION
The applications of next-generation sequencing (NGS) in transcriptome sequencing (Marioni et al., 2008) and metagenomics projects (Riesenfeld et al., 2004) have resulted in enormous amounts of sequence. A key step to analyzing these sequences is to identify the protein-coding genes and their putative functions by similarity searches, which, for example, is useful for studying the functional content (Dinsdale et al., 2008) , or the taxonomic composition (Brady and Salzberg, 2009; Huson et al., 2007) , of a microbial community. As a popular protein similarity search tool, BLAST (Altschul et al., 1990) , however, has become a bottleneck for the computational analysis of massive NGS datasets. On the other hand, fast algorithms such as BLAT (Kent, 2002) can work up to 100 times faster than BLAST at identifying very similar protein sequences, but will still miss a substantial fraction (> 20%) of weaker similarities (Ye et al., 2011) . * To whom correspondence should be addressed.
To address this challenge, we developed a new protein database search tool RAPSearch, which follows the seed-extension approach as used in BLAST, but is based on flexible-length seeds on a reduced amino acid alphabet of 10 symbols, each representing a group of amino acids (Ye et al., 2011) . When tested on several NGS datasets, RAPSearch achieved up to a 90X acceleration when compared with BLAST, while missing <5% of potential protein hits. However, because RAPSearch uses a suffix array to index the database sequences for seed identification, it uses substantial memory for searches in large databases.
Here, we present RAPSearch2, a new implementation of the RAPSearch algorithm, which uses a collision-free hash table to index a protein database. RAPSearch2 significantly reduces the memory requirement (e.g. from ∼8G to ∼2G when searching against the NCBI NR database) while further accelerating the similarity search process another 2-3 times. In RAPSearch2, we also implemented a multi-threading technique that allows users to accelerate the similarity search even further on multi-core CPUs.
METHODS AND IMPLEMENTATION
RAPSearch2 uses a collision-free hash table to index the protein sequences in a given search database. Each key of the hash table represents a 6-mer on the reduced amino acid alphabet, and all positions of 6-mers in the database are sorted according to the hash values of the 6-mers on the regular amino acid alphabet. (Note that the reduced alphabet representation is only used for seed storage and retrieval, while the seed extension and significance evaluation are based on the original sequences.) RAPSearch2 uses 4 bytes (32 bits) to encode each 6-mer in the database: the first 20 bits are used to represent the hash keys on the reduced alphabet for all 6-mers (since 2 20 ≈ 10 6 ) in the database; and the lower 12 bits are used to represent the offset of each instance of the 6-mers in the regular amino acid alphabet. Such a representation allows us to use bit shift operations to retrieve the position of each 6-mer (in the full 20 amino acid alphabet) in constant time. For each entry of the same key, the hash values are sorted according to the four amino acids following the 6-mer, allowing seeds of up to 10 residues.
In the search step, RAPSearch2 first scans a query sequence and finds the entry of each 6-mer in the hash table, then uses a binary search to find all occurrences of the seed (beyond the 6-mers) from the range of actual instances in the same entry.
We also implemented a multi-threading technique in RAPSearch2. Since both the searches for individual queries and the seed-extensions between a query and individual © The Author(s) 2011. Published by Oxford University Press. This is an Open Access article distributed under the terms of the Creative Commons Attribution Non-Commercial License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/ by-nc/3.0), which permits unrestricted non-commercial use, distribution, and reproduction in any medium, provided the original work is properly cited. The SRR020796 dataset was downloaded from the NCBI website (from the rumen microbiota response study), and only 2% of the reads were used for testing. c The dataset was from the nine biomes project (Dinsdale et al., 2008) . d TS50 (accession number: 4440615.3) and TS28 (4440613.3) datasets were from the Twin Study (Turnbaugh et al., 2009) . 4440037, TS50 and TS28 datasets were downloaded from the MG-RAST server (http://metagenomics.anl.gov/).
subjects are independent, we implemented an inter-query scheme to process queries in parallel to reduce overhead on the thread switch. RAPSearch2 was implemented in C++ using Boost library 1.42 (http://www.boost.org/) and threadpool 0.2.5 (http://threadpool.sourceforge.net/), and was tested extensively on Linux platforms.
RESULTS
We used the same NGS datasets as used in Ye et al. (2011) (Ye et al., 2011) ]. Since RAPSearch2 uses the same seed-extension algorithm as RAPSearch, it gives identical results as RAPSearch, except that it runs 2-3 times faster due to its optimized data structure. Therefore, RAPSearch2 retained the high sensitivity of RAPSearch relative to BLAT [see the comparison between RAPSearch and BLAT in (Ye et al., 2011) and in Supplementary Materials]. RAPSearch2 also requires less memory than RAPSearch. Running in single thread mode requires up to 2G memory (one-fourth the ∼8G memory required by the original RAPSearch), whereas running in 4-thread mode requires up to 3.5G memory, which is typically available on regular computer clusters. Furthermore, the 4-thread mode achieved about a 3.5X acceleration compared with singlethread mode, while the 8-thread mode achieved an almost 6X acceleration, indicating that our multi-threading implementation is efficient. Note that BLAT runs only slightly faster than RAPSearch, but ∼2-3 times slower than RAPSearch2. RAPSearch2 uses the same probabilistic model to evaluate the significance of protein sequence alignments used in BLAST (Altschul et al., 1997) , and reports the E-values similarly. The output of RAPSearch2 has the same format as BLAST, and can be directly adopted into any analytical pipeline to replace BLAST as the similarity search engine. Therefore, RAPSearch2 is readily used for routine protein similarity searches for NGS data.
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